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The technical specifications are subject to variations without warning

STAINLESS STEEL SBC DIG. 316 SENSE AUDIO ENT.PAN.

Flush-mounted entrance panel (fitted level with the wall) and 3 mm thick stainless steel
plate. Certified as IK08. Complete with 128x64 dot LCD graphic display and 15 buttons
integrated into the plate, with no mechanical movement. Also functions as an electronic
key code. Two search buttons are used to scroll though the names; alternatively, the first
letter of the required name can be entered. Once the desired username is displayed,
simply press the call button. The call can also be made by directly entering the user code.
It can also be used to customise an initial welcome message and can operate with a dual
user interface language. Fitted with rfid reader for local door lock control and an additional
relay for various uses. It can be used in conjunction with Simplekey electronic keys for
automatic updating of names in the directory. It saves up to 4000 user names, 4000
lock-release passwords and 4000 rfid keys. Users and settings are simple to program
using PC software art. 1249B (included, with USB connection cable) via a USB or RS485
port, locally on the digital module itself or, thanks to the integrated web server, remotely
via connection to the ethernet port. It is compatible with all SBTOP products and functions.
Complete with audio unit Art. 1622 for audio/door lock management, and flush-mounted
box with concealed fixing screws. To be powered at 33 Vdc using art. 1595. Dimensions
342x182x3 mm

COD. 3451AS

General specifications
Compatible with audio group: Yes

Flush-mounted: Yes

Wall-mounted: Yes

Loudspeaker volume control: Yes

Operating temperature (°C): -25 ÷ 55

Vandal Resistant IK: IK08

Functions
Key button function: Yes

Hardware specifications
Visual signalling: Yes

Acoustic signalling: Yes

Sensitive Touch technology: Yes

General info
Product height (mm): 342

Product width (mm): 182

Product depth (mm): 3

Compatibility
Simplebus Top system: Yes

Video door entry family: Yes


